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ATELIER / STUDIO

DOMI sense fragrances enhance creativity!

Founded in 2017, DOMI sense is a scent marketing specialist based in Vienna, specialising in creating a feel-good
atmosphere for different companies and brands with different concepts.

The right room fragrance can create a pleasant and inspiring atmosphere that promotes creativity and concentration.
Depending on the fragrance, it can have a calming, refreshing, stimulating or relaxing effect and positively influence the 
mood in the studio. If the studio or workshop is also used as a presentation or sales room, a pleasant aroma can make a 
positive impression on customers and visitors. 

YOUR BENEFITS with the right scent

• Improve concentration and creativity
• Create a feel-good atmosphere for customers and visitors
• Room sprays as reseller products in order to stay top of mind
• 100% pure, IFRA-certified aromas
• Motivation for artists and models

Room. Scent.

For more
information please visit
www.domi-sense.com

Supreme.

SCENT MARKETING MADE IN AUSTRIA



OUR OFFER FOR YOU!

OUR TOP 3 AROMA RECOMMENDATIONS

*Net monthly rate for a 36-month contract
**Net purchase price. RRP € 49.90 incl. VAT. Only in combination with a carefree package.
***The carefree package includes the diffuser, the fragrances for the selected duration, a service fee for the fragrance marketing concept and a guarantee of up to 5 years.

TOP woody, floral, green notes
MIDDLE herbal, floral, lavender, hey notes
BASE ambergris, musk

BELVEDERE
relaxing, mood-lifting

TOP orange, fruity
MIDDLE floral, green, spicy, woody
BASE musk

LIFESTYLE
stimulating, motivating

TOP pineapple, green notes, mandarin, orange,
        papaya, bergamot, cardamom, lemon
MIDDLE nutmeg, violet, iris root, jasmine, rose
BASE sandalwood, ambergris, musk, cedar wood

CASEY
motivating, enhances concentration
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1 ROOM SPRAY 
100ML

€ 24,92**

RESELLER Room Spray  100ml / Aroma of your choice
Purchase from 25 pcs

ATELIER / STUDIO

Starter pack
Diffuser CLASSIC with 2 aromas

FROM
€ 57,00*

PER MONTH
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